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Assessment:  

In order to have a successful business idea there must be clients, and in order to get 

clients the business must be marketed successfully. One of the most important aspects of 

marketing a business in the 21st century is having an accessible, well-organized website. Having 

an understanding of proper website design and how to correctly format the theme and text can 

allow for more clients to learn about the company by viewing the website.  

It is a goal of mine to format a small business that helps bring the community together 

with information about service dogs as well as train service dogs for children struggling with 

psychiatric disorders. It is important to have a website that brings all of these things together, as 
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well as focus on building the website around what each person interested in gaining information 

will be looking for (Charlie). This ensures that every member of the audience will be satisfied 

with the output of information. Having this knowledge will also aid in reaching a broader group 

of people once the business becomes popular and gains more clients in surrounding areas of 

North Texas Having a way to market all the products and services is drastically important in 

ensuring the overall success. Part of the website is to include promotional videos which will 

relate to the “online marketing activities” but I need to make sure to find a way to incorporate 

“offline marketing activities” into the program curriculum such including products for the 

students to buy for training in the manual. Having the ability to find a way to combine all aspects 

of clients and the community through marketing improve the start of the business by having a 

structure inside and out.  

There are several target things that must be included on the website to define the business 

in terms that any member of the prospective audience can understand. A question that must be 

asked is “What is the purpose of my website” this will make sure that the information included 

on the site matches what the company is trying to do (Charlie). It would be beneficial to lay out 

the business goals for the future that way everything can be laid out in a visual way. This will 

also help to find the “brand identity” that the design of the website will be based on. When 

people find out about the business and go on the website it should be represented in a way that 

showcases me as an owner; this is a prospective customer's “initial impression of your brand” so 

the main focus will be to create something that people will want to see (Charlie). Having an 

understanding of how to brand business in order to reach a target audience will aid in other 

business ventures in the future, so it important have this knowledge.  
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There are many aspects that go into making a business successful from the beginning 

stages to the first client. Having the ability to market the services to a wide array of people can 

decrease the difficulty of getting enough students to make a profit, and using a website to 

analyze the customers and find out what they need compared to the services the company is able 

to provide can help get students easily. It is important in formatting to discover what the business 

is hoping to accomplish and set up the website to deliver this message in a way that is personable 

to anyone.  


